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Hands
On

Pathfinder
Blue parallel offers travelers Boutique hotels, exclusive
access and one-of-a-kind experiences // By becca blond

BioMeditation helps
body heal itself

Emmanuel
Burgio:
“Our clients
get to experience things
you can't just
book online.”

If you thought deep

new tool offers hope for early diagnosis and treatment
of common cancer // By Margie Goldsmith
A new device holds a lot of promise
for helping people beat one of the most
common and treatable forms of cancer.
The Verisante Aura laser is a noninvasive spectroscopy system that shines a
light to identify spectral changes associated with skin cancer cells and provides
immediate results.
Developed jointly by researchers at the
British Columbia Cancer Agency and the
University of British Columbia Faculty of
Medicine, the device facilitates detection of
skin cancer in its earliest stages. According
to the American Cancer Society, patients
diagnosed with early-stage melanoma have
a 98-percent five-year survival rate.
The problem has been that it isn’t easy
to tell which skin lesions are benign and
which could be the early stages of cancer.
Dermatologists have traditionally determined which moles require biopsies by
eyeballing them, but the new handheld

laser—approved for use in Canada, Europe
and Australia, and expected to gain FDA
approval—identifies problem spots that
require closer examination and makes
immediate identification much easier.
“The assessment takes less than one second,” says Dr. David McLean, co-inventor
of the device and a professor of dermatology at the University of British Columbia.
“This is the only device that examines the
molecular nature of the lesion and detects
the three most common skin cancers: melanoma, basal cell carcinoma, and squamous
cell carcinoma.”
Tested on 1,000 skin lesions at Vancouver’s Skin Care Centre, the device detected
every case of melanoma in 274 lesions recommended for biopsy. Although moles
flagged by the device still require excision, the device is expected to reduce the
number of biopsies performed on skin
lesions that turn out to be benign.
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“People who’ve had energetic
work before sometimes think
they know what to expect,
and then they are surprised
when they feel the depth of
the session,” von Johnsbach
says. “Other clients are definite
skeptics and do not believe in
energetic work—and it is
amazing to see how they will
change their point of view
once they feel it work in their
body and life. They say, ‘How
can this be when I don’t even
believe in it?’ I tell them that it
does not matter if we think
gravity is true or not. You still
have to walk on the ground.”
— Drew Limsky

E

make your journey unique
“When I created Blue Parallel, I made sure our journeys included insider-access experiences, not available to the public, that I had personally tried,” Burgio
says. “Whether it’s meeting a renowned artist in his

private atelier or kayaking the Beagle Channel with an
Olympic athlete, each of our journeys is tailor-made.”
add special experiences
“From my personal travel experience I know discerning travelers not only seek luxury accommodations;
they also look for unique ingredients that make travel
special to them. For some this will be meeting with a
private art collector or a notable artist. For another it
could be visiting a tortoise reproduction center on the
Brazilian island of Fernando de Noronha.”
go local
“More and more, travelers are asking to stay in boutique hotels or private estates over big resorts. They
are looking for a more intimate, private experience
when traveling. We are also finding people want to
eat local, with fresh gourmet cuisine high on their
priority lists.”
leverage your connections
“There are places that I personally know well, where I
have the connections that allow us to provide the
insider access for which Blue Parallel is known. I felt
the Mediterranean region was a logical new destination choice because I grew up in the south of France
and I have deep family roots as well as strong personal
contacts throughout the region. So whether it’s having
exclusive private access to the Alhambra near
Granada, Spain, or having Moroccan mint tea with a
Berber family in the High Atlas Mountains, our clients
get to experience things you can’t just book online or
even buy your way into. You have to know someone.”

this page: David Boyd; opposite page: Blue Parallel

skin deep

tissue massage was deep, meet
BioMeditation. The goal of the
therapy is to release energy
blockages to free the body of
stress and anxiety. Jeannette
von Johnsbach, who introduced
the therapy at the Four Seasons
Hotel Los Angeles at Beverly
Hills, says the list of BioMeditation’s benefits can be long: vanished stress, joy and clarity of
mind, improved relationships,
even enhanced creativity, productivity and athletic perform
ance. What happens is this: You
relax on a massage table, and a
therapist uses his or her hands
to activate the flow of bio
energy, kicking your body’s
self-healing power into gear.

mmanuel Burgio started out as an investment banker. But after traveling the world
on a yearlong sabbatical, he realized he
wanted to bring the experiences he had
to others. The result? Blue Parallel, now
the leader in providing customized travel itineraries
to time-pressed executives. The latest news: After 11
years of focusing on Latin America, Burgio, who was
raised in southern France, is expanding his offerings
into southern Europe.
The values that inform his company remain the
same as when he organized his first trips from New
York to Machu Picchu—and they’re values every traveler should take to heart.

see a new part of the world
“We’ve seen a surge in U.S. travelers deciding on Latin
America due to its lack of a significant time change,
direct flight options and, of course, the distinct cultural
and natural wonders this region has to offer. We have
seen a particular increase in requests for Brazil lately.
People are coming for the World Cup and then wanting to travel around the country—it’s a halo effect.”
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